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tices taken by weavers and others . . . their number is so in-
creased that the trade is not sufficient to employ and maintain
them " l. Master weavers owning more than one loom were
willing to take apprentices since they were cheaper than
journeymen, and boys apprenticed by the parish were gener-
ally placed in their charge because they could be put out
to weaving younger than to other trades. The weavers
were ready to take them for a small premium and provide
for them until they were out of their time. The speculation
sometimes turned out an unlucky one, for they had to
support their apprentices whether trade was good or bad 2.
Yet while some weavers transgressed the rule limiting the
number of apprentices, others ignored the institution alto-
gether 3. After the Revolution Parliament was besieged with
complaints of its non-observance 4 ; and the fact that legal
enforcement of the system had become rare made it easy for
outsiders to ' intrude * themselves into the cloth manufacture
whenever a sudden expansion of trade called for an increased
supply of labour. This was notably the case in the early part
of the nineteenth century, when agricultural labourers flocked
into the towns and overcrowded the hand-loom weaving
industry 5 : but we are concerned here with the working of
the system in normal times rather than its legal aspect in
abnormal times. If we based our conclusions upon evidence
laid before parliamentary committees, we should infer that
technical training was the exception rather than the rule in
the eighteenth century. It would seem that the majority
of clothiers were not even aware that they could be punished
for employing workmen who had not served a legal appren-
ticeship 6. One clothier at the end of the eighteenth century
expressed the opinion that if the Statute of Apprentices
" were carried into effect, a very great part of the trade of
1 House of Commons Journals, xxi. 153.
*	A State of the Case . . . relating to the . . . Rising of the Weavers in
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9 Complaint was made in 1669 by W. Carter in his England's Interest
Asserted.    See infrat Appendix, p. 472, No. 2.
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